THE RAIN
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HOOK:

You’ve got to handle the pain,
(it’s just s fact) __
there is no sun without the rain !

HIT SONG

1. You’ve been hiding all along
why don’t you say what you feel ?
The fears that keep you strong
are constantly unreal.
Your peers were never wrong
they just couldn’t help you heal __
the tears that drown out your song
were never figured in as part of the deal !
HOOK:

You’ve got to live with the pain,
[INSTRUMENTAL RIFF]
‘cause life will always have some rain.

2. You’re just a prisoner of your dreams
seeding rows never hoed.
It’s all so different than it seems
when you look back down the road.
Your longing holds back screams
your stillborn destiny stowed __
The gold and silver brightly gleams
but is the reaping worth the heartfield that you sowed ?
HOOK:
X
X

You’ve got to take it with the pain,
(because in life) __
no one will ever stop the rain !
[INSTRUMENTAL]

HOOK:
X
X

Just hold on through the pain,
(you’re in school !) __
and your best teacher is the rain !

(Continued)
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3. Torrential acid rains pour down,
it’s part of the game.
Your only mission is not to drown
wherever you stake your claim.
Jewels and thorns stud every crown
regardless whom we blame __
We’ve slipped this ticket into town
and once we’ve made the trip __ we’ll never be the same !
HOOK:
X
X

You’ve got to drink down the pain
(and realize) __
in life there’ll always be some rain !
* You’ve got to overcome the pain . . .
You’ll need to carry the pain . . .
Conquer your . . . fear of pain . . .

[END]

x
x
x
X

Written: February 13, 1994 [H, C, G, M, P]
Revisions: March 3, 2014
___________________________________
* Repeat hook with variations of all three lines,
into fadeout
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